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1. BACKGROUND

A model of the following situation is discussed. A large
number of young mern have been trained in the unaided visual search for
and detection of aircraft in flight. Now they will spend a short time

S~searching at: a small site in open terrain. Every now and then a single
aircraft will fly an arbitrary patil passing near the site. Shortly
before each aircraft's appearance the group is assigred a certain azimuth
sector of sky to search and a time to begin searching. Each man searches
independently of the others. Wherever a man detects an aircraft he
presses a button to record a detection time. After each aircraft has
passed, a re-cord remains of the cumulative frequency of detection times
for that sortie. rho cumulative frequency function associates each time
w-ith a number between 0 and 1 which may be thought of as the probability
that a man selected randomly from the group has dete-cted the target by
that time (see Fig. 1). The model is to duplicate each recorded cumu-
lative frequency function when given:

1) the size and location of the search sector

2) the time at which sea-'ch is begun

3) the aircraft's dimensions and flight path, and

4) the local meteorolooical visibility.

More importantly, the model is to predict cumulative frequency functions
accurately for untested combinations of the above parameter;•.

S~There is a certain amount of visual theory and laboratory data on
£ which to base such a model and a certain amount of actual field detec-

t. • tion test data an which to register the model. But as yet, the theoryl is loose, the number of collateral considerations (such as local sun
• position and brightness, ground and target reflectivities, cue'.ng due to
F. • smoke trails, sound, or glint, etc.) is large, the field test data is

S~sparse in relation to the parameter space, 2nd the consequent lack of
i success in building accurate predictive models is notorious. This
S • author !eels that improvement lies in the direction of more care-

ful modeling of the actwo~l search process and available laboratory
predicts detection frequencies for a single well-defined set of parame-

S • ters rather than skipping directly to wodels which predict resultE for
S~average or randomly selected sets of parameters (a physical rather than
i: a statistical model).- Herein we shall attempt to construct a new model,
; reviewing pertinent findings oi other researchers at critical points, and
S~to compare ex-post model predictiens wirth field test results.

2. THE SEARCH PROCESS

Consider a ground observer searching for an aircraft suspected
of being in the area, but with an unknown flight path. His searching
behavior will be influenced by:
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1) the extent of the sector

2) his mental picture of what he is looking for and where
he expects to fi-ad it, and

3) other elements in the sector which might be confused with
the target - or more generally, the background "structure."

In the situation modeled, the observer has been told to search Wi
azimuth extent between two identifiable points probably on the horizon
and an - • .... exen large eihougb to include most appearing targets.
If the surrounding terrain is flat, the observer will probably choose
the horizon as a lower boundary, but if the terrain is rugged and/or
the observer is stationed high, he may feel he should spead considerable
time searching below the horizon. If the day is quite clear and high-
flying aircraft are not of interest, the observer may sears-h only the
lowest 10* above the horizou and not expect to miss important targets.
On the other hand, if the visibility is poor or high targets are impor-
tant, the upper boumdary shouJA be raised.

At present the model provides only for "rectangular" search sectors
of extent 100 in elevation and between 20* and 180* azimuth. The center
of the sector should not be more than 25* above or below the horizon.
The reason for the present restriction to sectors only 10" tall is
simplicity in modeling-it is natural to scan such a sector in linear
sweeps back and forth; sectors taller than 100 would involve a more
complicated two-dimensional scan pattern. More will be said about this
later in this report.

The flight path of the target past the observer may be straight
and level or may involve maneuvers. The straight and level path is
characterized by its altitude and offset (horizontal range at closest
approach). Maneuvers are simple climbs, dives, horizontal turns or
combinations of these. In the model, the aircraft is moved along its
path and banked as specified by input cards. The model does not assume
that the aircraft is in the search sector. Indeed, with maneuvers as
well as some straight and level flights, the target may spend most of
the time outside the search sector, yet still be visible with peripheral
vision.

Structure in the background consists ope ationally of anything that
causes the observer to alter his scanning path or rate from chat natural
in a featureless field. Some typical structures are:

1) The horizon itself, on which the observer finds it useful to
focus now and then and wbh.ch provides a reference line for efficient
scanning of larger horizontal sectors.

2) Sharply delineated boundaries to the sector, such as the edge
of a projection screen, which generally do -it occur in the modeled
situation.

3) Flora, which, with its constant pattern of varying colors,
shades, and te::tures, tends to hide the target, causing the natural scan
rate to decrease.

5
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4) Cloud banks which are articulated enough to cause scan rate

to decrease.

On the other hand, the open sky, uniform cloud covering, and distant
terrain can appear featureless. In a higl!y structured background field,
the obperver may not be aware of the targlt's precence except when -view-
ing it foveally (direction of target and gaze coinciding). But as the
background becomes more nearly featureless, the importance of peripheral
vision in detection increases. A smoke trail, glint (specular re-
flection of the sun), or even the target itself may catch the observer's
attention when located as much as 800 off the foveal axis. Immediately

after gaining such a peripheral cue, the observer will shift his glance
toward the cue to confirm his suspicion. In a structured rectangle the
observer's pattern of glimpses will be broken by many apparently random
departures from the straightforward back and forth pattern, unless the
structure forces an extremely low scan rate (as in the case of the
printed page). However, even an unstr'-ctured rectangle is not searched
perfectly back and forth, mainly for physiological reasons over which
the observer has no control.

In the model, the background is assumed unstructured; the scan
pattern is perfectly systematic and the scan rate is chosen appropriate
to natural levels in unstructured fields. More will be said about this
later. For these reasons, applicability of the model to cases where the
background is structured or the scan pattern or rate is not natural to
the observer is minimal.

It is widely believed that the observer's normal ocular activity
consists of a series of fixation periods and the short interval3 or
jumps tetween them. Of interest at this point are:

1) Te duration of a fixation

2) The relative duration of the inter-fixation periods

3) The nature of the pattern traced out by a series of fixations

4) The angular distance between successive fixations.

A number of investigations into these phenomena have been reported in
the literature; the results vary with the nature of the visual task
being performed and conditions of observation. Cobb and Moss 1 found
that the distribution of minimum duration of a fixational pause was
adequately described as Gaussian with a range of 0.071 to 0.25 vec and
a mean of 0.15 sec. Their procedure involved estimating the time spent
in a pause mieway during a shift of gaze from point A to point B.
Leibowitz ane Bourne 2 reported a skewed distribution of durations-with
a mode of 0.30 sec and a mean of 0.48 sec although it is not clear that
their measurement involved only one fixation, rather it was the time
spent viewing a test object while making a shape judgment about it.
Ford, White, and Lichtenstein3 report results of a study of visual
activity in searching an empty 30* diameter screen. The mean fixation
duration was 0.23 sec (with a range of 0.04 to 0.60 sec). The typical
pattern of search was roughly circular concentrating in an annulus

6
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about midwav from center t) periphery. The mean distance between
fixations was 8.6° (range: 1i to 30*). About 15% of the search time
was spent jiunping between fixations. White and Ford4 were irterested
in visual search of i'," and 30" diameter circular radar plan position
indicators. Such ., field is structured with a radial scan line rotating
with one end fix-d. in the canter of the screen. The spoke made a com-
plete revolution every 10 sec. They found a slightly skewed distribution
of fixation durations with mean 0.37 sec, median 0.36 sec, and range
0.11 to 0.79 sec, independent of size of screen. They found also that
the typical pattern of fixations followed the scan line around the
screen, at an average radius of one-half the screen's radius, with 6 or
7 very brief excursions per revolution toward center and edge. This
yields no clue to the pattern of successive fixations expected in the
search of an empty narrow horizontal rectangle, but indicates how strongly
the natural search pattern can be influenced by structure. Finally,
they mentioned that very similar results were obtained by Baker 5 in an
independent investigation. White and Fo-d 6 summarize briefly the results
reported in references (3) and (4). White 7 restates the above findings
an' implies that for sectors larger than those studied, the angular
distance between fixations would be larger than 8.60 although the fixation
duraLion would not change much. Enoch 8 studied the average fixation
durations and inte':-fixation distances involved in searching maps of
various sizes. The results are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. OCULAR BEHAVIOR DURING MAP READING

Average Average
Duration of Inter-Fixation

IYap Diatiete- Fixation Distance(deg) (sec) (deg)

3 0.578 0.87

6 0.468 1.82

9 0.384 2.13

18 0.361 3.72

24 0.355 4.33

510,I4' 0.207 6.30

It must be remembered that a map is highly structured and so the inter-
fixation distances are probably smaller than those natural to a feature-
less field. Sug rman, Hammill, and Deutschman 9 measurcd detection rates
during search for several types of targets including circles of various
uniform contrasts and sizes superimposed on a large unstructured rec-
tangular screen. At the end of the experiment they measured eye move-
ments of one particular observer. They found that the observer shifted
his gaze 171 times in 57 seconds, giving an effective average glimpse

7



time of 0.33 sec. They report alio that the first four full-field scans

took a total of 4,5 sec, the next several 3 to 4 sec each, then followed

one of 14 sec. After the 14 sec scan, the pattern of 1 sec scans slow-

ing ta 4 sec scans was repeatei.

The present authoz, in a very rough attempt to determine typical

scan ra.tes, looked recently at videotape recordings of the Marine Corps'
LADS-l or AMTOC-I visual acquisition and tracking field teats conducted
near Yuma, Arizona in 1970. In these tests ground observers searched

preassigned sectors of desert sky-for aircraft purported to be flying

by (just as in our situation to be modeled). The preassigned search

sectors were of 30*, 60, and 120* extent in azimrith and all consisted

roughly of the 100 in elevation just above the horizon. The observers

carried portable tracking devices, some of ,hich were equipped with a

videotape recorder aligned with the crosshairs of the tracking device.

The observer turned on his recorder, started search, and finally informed

his partner that detection had cceurred. Tlhe recordings indicate that some

of the observers kept their trackers pointed toward the ground until

detection occurred, then swiftly aimed them at the target. During the

search phase (prior to detection) the tracker traced out a pattern on

the ground that was presumably highly correlated with the upper body

motion of the searcher. The typical search pattern that emerged was
a series of moderately rapid full field scans, right to left to right,
etc., b-oken now and then by excursions presumably to investigate

suspect areas. Generally'there were only several full field scans
recorded prior to detection. In the few cases that involved as many as
ten, there was no clear cut evidence of the slowing down, then speeding

up, effect noted by Sugarman, et al. A stopwatch was used to determine

the duration of these full field scans. Assuming a glimpse rare of
3 per second, an estimate was made of the average distance between
adjacent glimpses. The results are tabled below and plotted in Fig. 2.

TABLE 2. OCULAR ACTIVITY DURING SEARCH OF THF SKY

Azimuth extent of sector 30' 60e 1200

Total No. of full, field scans 96.5 94.2 72

Range of durations 1.75-4.50 sec 2.00-4.75 sec 2.50-6.00 see

Total duration 262 seý_ 282 seci 284 sec

Average Duration 2.72 sec 2.99 sec 3.94 sec

Average No. of glimpses per scan 8.16 8.97 11.82

Average distance between
adjacent glimpses 3.68* 6.690 10.150

In order to plot these results with other interfixat-on distances,

an assumption had to be made as to the vertical extent of the AMTOC search

sectors. In Fig. 2, it was assumed that the vertical extent was 8* in
order that the White and Ford point (W) lay right on the curve. The Enoch

8
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findings for reading maps are shown for comparison and labeled E. In
view of the Enoch findings, it woild be unwise to extrapolate the un-
structured search results to sectors of extent below 0.07 sr or much
above 0.4 sr.

In summary, then a certain amount of experimental evidence-supports
the following conclusions regarding natural free search in an unstructur.ed
field:

1) Average glimpse rate is In the neighborhood of 3/sec.

2) Perhaps 85% of the search time is spent actually glimpsing,
the rest in jumps between fixations. Actual average glimpse times are
on the order of 0.28 sec.

3) The shape of the field has an effect on the natural search
pattern, circular fields are searched with roughly circular scan patterns
and long low horizontal rectangles are searzhed witn riý badk and forth
-Motion.

4) There is a definite tendency tc scan larger areas with larger
inter-fixation distances than smaller areas, but not so rapidly as to
cover the larger area in the same time as the smaller. Fig. 2 may
serve as a tentative guide to this effect.

is In the model, the search process is handled as follows: The sector
is assumed to be a rectangle of azimuth extent between 30* and 1800 and
running in elevation from the horizon to 100 above the horizon. An
observer scans toward the right edge on a line 2½0 above the horizon,
then back toward the left edge on a line 7½* high, then repeats the pro-
cess. The simulation frame time is 1/3 sec. Each 1/3 sec the scan
position is advanced a fixed angular distance depending Nn the sector
size as shown in Fig. 2. The 59 jump between lines is made instantane-
ously. It remains to discuss the initial position.

Consider an aircraft approaching the observer radially along the
left sector boundary. If the observer is looking near the left edge le
will detect much more rapidly than if he were looking near the right
edge. It is desired that the result represent the frequency function
of an observer whose initial scan position is chosen at random. There-
fore the model averages results for a number of observers. For purposes
of initial position only, the search sector is partitioned intc 5*
squares (a 900 x 100 sector contains 36) and an observer is started in
the center of each square. The number of observers comprising the
average is thus also the number of 50 squhres into which'the sector
can be partitioned.

Every 1/3 ! -c the model calculates a glimpse probability, Pg, for
each observer. This glimpse probability is cumulated for each observer
according to the formula PCUt - PCUMt_1 + (1 - PCUMtI) Pg. The result
is then PCUMt averaged over the observers. Before discussing glimpse
probabilities further, let us go into contrasts.

lu
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3. CONTRAST AND THRESHOLD CONTRAST

The signature of the target in the visual spectrum consists
of its presented area and its brightness contrast against the background.
The visual angle (apparent diameter) of the targets in the region of
most detection action is smill, say one to 20 minutes of arc, so that
color contrast can reasonably6 be igncred. ' I.t is detected is generally
a dark point against a lighter background : vice versa. Middleton's
delightful booklo gives an excellent introductior, to the topic of con-
trast and its transmission through the atmosphere. Here we shall give
ornly a brief summary. Intrinsiýc brightness contrast is defined as

0 B -b II.,
the absolute value of the difference between target and background lumi-

nance divided by background luminance. Luminance is the photometric
analogue of the radiometric term radiance and is measured in lumens/
(Sr - m2 ) or foot-Lamberts.

An aircraft in the daytime sky is illuminated by three sources:
direct sunlight, air light from the rest of the sky, and reflected light
from the ground. During most types of flight (except directly toward
or away from the observer, or circular horizontal turns with observer
at center) the portion of the aircraft's surface visible to the observer
is constantly changing. Moreover, the luminance at any particular point
on the aircraft is changing constantly as it receives differing quanti-
ties of sunlight, airlight, and reflected ground light. Furthermore,
Lhe background brightness is subject to certain variations from point
to point in the sky. Consequently, substantial variations in contrast
over a flight path lasting 20 sec are common. Common levels of aircraft
intrinsic contrasts are between 0.05 and 0.75.

There is very little systematic knowledge of the way in which
actual contrasts vary in flight. One may measure material reflectances
and lighting distributions and calculate contrasts that should occur,
but generally, the agreement is poor. Alternately one may remotely
measure contrasts in flight, to see how they behave and attempt to
build models which predict the observed behavior. Again, this author's
personal experience has been unsatisfying. The topic remains an area
for future research.

The weakest point in the model at present is that intrinsic con-
trast must be specified as an input (changes during a flight are allowed)
but the analyst has little information on which to base his choice.
The parameter is significant in that results can vary widely depending
on the choice made.

Atmospheric haze is the dominnt cause of alteration of the contrast
in the visible spectrum. The apparent contrast of a target whose

11



intrinsic contrast is Co and which is positioned at range R is

C- exp

where Vm is the meteorological visibility and k is a dimensionless
constant such as 3.912 or 3.44, depending on the criterion used in
determining the visibility. This calculation of apparent contrast
holds exactly for horizontal lines of sight and is a good approximation
fcr nearly horizontal paths. The formula is firmly based in theory
and agreed on by most researchers. 1 0 , 1 1' 12

The calculation of glimpse probability Pg depends on the ratio of
apparent contrast to threshold cont'ast. Calculation of threshold con-
tiast Ct is neither firmly based in theory nor agreed on by independent
researchers. Let us define threshold contrast as that level at which
a normal pair of eyes, chcsen at random, has a 50% probability of seeing
the target. Threshold contrast is a function of four major parameters:

1) Size of target, a, in minutes of arc subtended.

2) Peripheral angle, X, in degrees from the target to the foveal
or fixation direction.

3) Level of brightness to which the eyes have been adapted.

4) Duration of target exposure.

The minor variables include: shape of taret, whether vision is monoc-
ular or binocular, and whether target is brighter or darker than back-
ground (of Dositive or negacive contrast). Contrast thresholds are
measured em.1rically, generally in viewing rooms, and generally using
a small number of observers 1 3 2 . Differences iL test procedures and
data reduction methods strongly influence the results.

The number of variables influencing contrast thresholds hL; been
a deterrent to complete mapping of the space. Various investigators
have fixed one or two of the major parameters and attempted to map out
subspaces. The present author has used references 17-20 to put together
a map of threshold contrast versus target size, a, and peripheral angle,
X, at the constant values of adaptatimo. brightness level 75 to 100 ft-L
and exposure duration 1/3 sec. The process of putting this map together
has required months of data smoothing, cross-plotting, correcting what
appear to be measurement errors, comparing results with other mappers
(notably Seyb2 1 and Davies 2 ,2 3 ), making sure that the result is con-
sistent with Ricco's Law: as target size diminishes, Ct- -k/a 2 for
foveal vision, and many months of trying out results on the AMTOC
detection data.

A comparison of Taylor's 19 data with Blackwell and Moldauer's e
data suggests that. Taylor had trouble controlling the accuracy of his
peripheral angle neasurement under 5*. So the present model uses foveal
data from Blackwell and McCready 1, near periphery data from Taylor'9

12



(X = 5 to 12½3) and trends in the far periphery (X 15 to 90) from
Sloan2 0 . Sloan's trends, rather than actual data, are used since her
adaptation brightness level (3.2 ft-L) ana exposure duration (I sec)
are rather far removed from the present select.ons and since her viewing
was monocular.

The formulas used for threshold contrast, Ct, are as follows:

TABLE 3. FORMULAS FOR THRESHOLD CONTRAST

It(a) 0 a -=0.240 , b = 2.0 , for 0 < a <. 1't 0 a 0.240 o 1.982 1' < a < 2.5'
0.155 1.507 2.5'< a < 3.5'
0.108 1.220 3.5'< a 4.5'
0.0524 0.736 4.5'< a <6'
30.0327 0.473 6' < a < 10'
0.0214 0.289 10' a < 20'
0.0128 0.117 20' < a

Ct(a) a , a= 0.525 , b= 2.0 ,for 0 < a 1'
0.525 2.106 1'< a < 2'

a 0.431 1.821 2'< a < 4'
0.301 1561 4'< a , 8'
0.164 1.269 8'< a _ 16'-
0.0728 0.977 16'< a • 40'•.C. 0506 0. 878 40'< <

C= Ct (a) for 0 0.6*SoI

C t (a) + (-0.6)C (a ) for 0.60 < X S 150

[Ct(a) + 14.4 Ct (a)] [0.000643(X2-225)] for I > 15', a < 9.1'

Ct0 (a) + 14.4 C (a) 690)LU.0001486(12-225)] for X > 15°a > 9.M'

These formulas should be good for the fauges n < a l 120', 0 j X _ 90g,
as long as X is measured in the horizontal meridian. Sloan's data provides
for a further modification if X is in the vertical or on an oblique
meridian, but this provision has not yet been incorporated into the model.
It is to be noted that Ct is linear in X for X S 150. Figures 3
and 4 show Cto(a), Cl(a), and the factor exp [0.000643(X2 - 225)].

The reader may well question the use of extreme accuracy in handling
threshold contrasts when tneir originators (e.g., John Taylor in a tele-
phone conversation) claim an accuracy only to a factor of 3 (½ log unit).

13
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Further, they will find plausible excuses (e.g., forced choice versus
yes-no reaponses by the subjects in the experiment) to explain their
inability to duplicate the data of others. Yet this author feels the
accuracy is much better than claimed and, moreover, it is significant:
a 20% reduction in threshold contrast in only a small portion of the
sample space can cause a five second reduction in detectior time pre-
dictions.

4, CALCULATION OF GLIMPSE PROBABILITY

Fully as important to the model as the threshold contrast is
the procedure for transformation of C/Ct into glimpse probability.
Blackwell 2 4 has extensively investigated this matter, summarizing data
on more than one million observations by 36 observers in 11 dLfferent
studies. He concludes that tontrast ratio at dete-.tion (contrast at
detection divided by threshold contrast) may be repri.sented as a random
variable whose distribution is normal with mean (necssarily) unity
and standard deviation a (in Blackwell's notation, o/.'). He further
argues that c is quite constant, that is, fairly independent of the
level of the parameters mentioned in Section 3. Let us briefly examine
his data.

In each of the 11 studies one or more of the above-mentioned
parameters was varied, others remaining constant. In reference 24, for
each study, a a for each level of the parameter(s) varied and a "grand
mean" a was reported. The following table shows the minimum and maxi-
mum a and the grand mean for each study.

TABLE 4. BLACKWELL' S REPORTED a' S

Minimum Maximum Grand Mean

Study a a a

1 0.363 0.672 0.479

2 0.311 0.402 0.354

3 0.433 0.539 0.471

4 0.324 0.456 0.419

5 0.333 0.467 0.390

6 0.284 0.354 0.337

7 0.285 0.345 0.302

8 0.484 0.547 0.519

9 0.412 0.544 0.483

10 0.373 0.620 0.455

11 0.340 0.365 0.352
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A typical a in Table 4 was found in the following manner: The
parameter levels were specified and a range of contrasts suspected to
bracket the threshold value was identifiee. At various contrast levels
in this range the observations were carried out and resulted in pro-
portions of correct responses. On at least some of the data, X2 tests
indicated that the hypothesis that the distribution of contrasts at
detection was normal could not be rejected. Therefore, on the assumption
of normality, probit analysis was applied to the responses to estimate
mean and standard deviation of zhe distribution. The tabled value is
the estimated standard deviation divided by the estimated mean.

Now, consider the random variable contrast at detection divided by
threshold contrast. It has mean unity and an absolute lower bound of
zero. A distribution of such a variable can be regarded as approximately
Gaussian fcr most practical purposes only as long as its standard devi-
ation is less than. about 0.4. At higher a's, the tails get severely
distorted. The standard deviation -f the triangular distribution on
the range zero to two is 0.408. A stan!ard deviation greater than 0.55
is significant-v non-Gaussian. The standard deviation of the uniform
distribution on the range zero to two is 0.577. Certain skewed distri-
butions with the same a's as the above two examples can be constructed
which look a little more Gaussian, but not much. Consequently, the
assumption of normality and also the argument for constancy of a are
questionable. After all, what is the range of possible standard devi-
ations for a distribution with mean unity and lower bound of zero?
Nevertheless, the frame work of the present model requires specification
of the distribution of contrast ratio at detection.

In Figure 5 sample Gaussi.an distributions with means unity and
standard deviations 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 are shown. At a C/Ct ratio
of 0.2, Pg is 0.0045 when a - 0.3, but Pg is 0.09 when a - 0.6. After
30 glimpses (10 sec.) in such a way that C/Ct remains constantly 0.2,
cumulative probability has risen to 0.13 in the first case and 0.94
in the second case. If one case represented field detection data and
the other a model prediction, the match would be unacceptable. It
turns out that the preponderance of detections in the AIITOC tests and
in our situation to be modeled occur in the region where 0.005 < Pg < 0.10.
In the absence -if a moderately accurate specification of a for the
parameter levels of interest here, the author has experimented with
several constant a's and several ways of varying a for different
target bizes and peripheral angles. At present, the best model pre-
dictions have resulted when a = 0.32 (constant). During a discussion
with Blackwell, he indicated a preference for a higher a and suggested
that the left tail be skewed (as for example the dotted line in Figure 5)
so that low Pg's could be reached with positive C/Ct's. This has not
yet been tried.

Neither Taylor 1 ' nor Sloan20 reported a's for their experiments.
Both these investigators used yes-ao testing rather than Blackwell's
forced-choice method; reliable estimation of a in the former instance
is difficult.
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Summarizing the model, tben, at each instant the aircraft is
positioned on its path at range R(km), presenting the desired aspect to
the viewers. The presented area Ap (M2) is converted to visual angle
a - 3.88IAXp/R (minutes of ar•). The input intrinsic contrast is con-
verted to apparent contrast based on the range R and the input meteoro-
logical visibility. Then, for each observer, threshold contrast Ct is
calculated as in Section 3 using the visual angle a and that observer's
peripheral angle X. It is assumed that (C/Ct - 1)/a is a standard normal
deviate and that a - 0.32. Pg for that observer is taken as the integral
up to that deviate under the standard normal curve. Finally, as explained
in Section 2, P is cumulated over time for each observer and the cumu-
lative probabilities are averaged over the field of observers.
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5. COLLATERAL TOPICS

In this section will be discussed briefly a number of topics
which have some bearing on the detection of aircraft.

a. Terrain Backgrounds

On some occasions terrain backgrounds may be considered
unstructured - e.g., distant mountains, expanses of flat sand or dirt,
near terrain whose structure is obscured by haze. Such cases are handled
in the model merely by a change of contrast. Writing CO = Bt/B - 1
without the absolute value sign and noting that targets and terrain
backgrounds are generally darker than the sky, it is seen that a switch
from sky to terrain background means that CO generally rises closer to
zero (negative) or becomes slightly positive. Generally 1C0o Is reduced
and the target is more difficult to sae. If the terrain is structured,
both the mode of search and the ability of the brain to pick the target
out of the structure will be altered and the model is no longer applicable.

b. Smoke Trails

If the aircraft is emitting a smoke trail, the latter
becomes a cue to the aircraft's presence. In fact it is not unreason-
able to assume that the target has been d-'ce-:ted as soon as the smoke
has been observed. The smoke trail has a certain size (as seen by the
observer) and a certain contrast against the background; only after
reasonable assumptions can be made concerning these quantities, treat-
ment of the smoke becoues straightforward. Each distinct aircraft type
may be considered to have a smoke trail characterized by its (visible)
length, breadth (under various wind conditions), color, and opacity.
In the AMTOC field tests on the F8 aircraft (a light smoker) it is the
opinion of the presen- author that smoke aided detection only when the
aircraft's direction of motion was within 10" or so of directly toward
the observer. However, observers at other field tests on other aircraft
insist that smoke trails are more visible when the target is crossing
at 90* than when it is approaching head on.

c. Sun Contrast Model

It is possible to construct a model of intrinsic contrast
under the assumptions that the target is a Lambertian reflectiag sphere,
that the ground is a horizontal Lambertian reflecting plane, that the
sky is of uniform brightness (except for a small sun), and that the

sun is shining with a given brightness (possibly reduced by thin haze
or clouds). Let the reflectances of target and ground be Pt and pg,
respectively. Let the sun and sky brightnesses be Bs and Bo, and assume
the sun is of solid angular size w.. Let s and d bg sun elevation
and azimuth (from a given reference direction) and let Ot and e be
elevation and azimuth of the target from the observer. Then let K
be the ratio of illuminances due to sun and sky recsived on a piaue
normal to the sun's rays: K W sBs/nBo. Let G be the ratio of
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luminance reflected from the ground to sky luminance: G p (1 + K Sin Js)"
Let 8 be the angle between sun and observer as measured at tJe target:

8"cos-l[-sins sin~t 0 CoSs 0Cos *tCos (et - s)].
cs t -0)1

Then

Pt (I + C) - Pt (I - G) sinco T "

+ 2Vt(K), ,n +, S oS_ i
3 -[sin By + -(r Cos 1 ±

Simple modifications can be made to the model under the assumptions
that the background is :

1) A skyof varying brightness

2) A distant terrain plane at an inclination to the horizontal.

The author has experimented with this model on the AMTOC data but, due
mainly to the non-availability of B , results are poor. Often, the
contrast model predicts changes in contrast in apparently the wrong
direction.

d. Glint

Glint is specular reflection of the sun on a portion of
the sutface of the target. It consists of a small region of extrenely
high contrast which is a definite aid to detection when it occurs. The
main difficulty in predicting glint is failure to account for the complex
shape of the aircraft's fuselege and wings.

e. The Two-Dimensional Nature of Peripheral Angle

Data on the behavior of threshold contrast with vertical
pertpheral angle are available. The author hopes to include this effect
]ti the model shortly. For one thing, the eyebrows limit the upper
periphery to 55* or so, depending on depth of eye socket, etc.

f. Target Angular Motion

In the opinion cf the present author, angular motion does
nc.t aid target detectability against an unstructured background (espe-
cially when the observer is scanning a search sector) until the motion
exceeds several degrees per second. A target crossing at a speed of
250 m/sec at a range of 5000m has an angular velocity of less than
3*/sec; such high angular rates are not common in the case of ground
search. This opinion is based largely on the negative results of regres-
sion of residual detection in the AMTOC tests on the known angular
velocities. Now, in a structured field, even with so simple a structure
as a horizon within a degree of the target, there is reason to suspect
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that detectability increases. Consider the snake in the grass that is
almost invisible until it moves slightly. This effect should be modeled
but the author is unaware of any empirical investigations into the
question.

g. Several Aircraft in Formation

There is no question that the presence of more than one
aircraft in a small solid angla increases the probability of detection
of at least one. Again, there is a certain amount of laboratory and
field detection test data available that should help to quantify the
effect. The author has not yet considered the problem.

h. Variatio• in Ct With Adaptation 3rightness Level

Daylight btightnesses can vary from 10 to 10,000 ft-L,

and there are available moderately accurate estimates of the variability
of threshold contrast with this parameter. But there are several reasons
for not including this effect in the model. The main reason is that the
model user is reluctant either to specify the parame!ter or to add this
as an extra variable to a study. The second reason is that contrast

threshold levels do not change much over the wide range of daylight
brightnesses. The present author is of the opinion that as long as the
model's use is limited to daylight of uns;ecified brightness, the thresh-
hold contrasts for the 75-100 ft-L level should be adequate.

i. Search in Two Dimensional Sectors

Laboratory data on the pattern of successive glimpses
in searching square and circular sectors are available but have not yet
been included in the model. lt appears that, under conditions of natural
search behavior, it is generally true that edges and center of sector
are visited less frequently than a region midway between the two. The
author hopes to incorporate this extension to the model but has not yet
done so. If it appears that results of such a refinement are no dif-
ferent than the results of the assumption of random walk, the latter
will be adopted.

J. Multiple Searchers

When the observer is part of a crew of several and the
interest is in the first detection or probability that at least one
detects the target, two questions arise.

1) On the assumption that all observers search the same sector,
do they perform independently Un a stat Lstical sense? The author kiaows
of no clear cut data which support either answer.

2) On the assumption that searchers do perform independently,
should the searchers all take the entire field, or divide it up? The
author has used the model to answer this question. The aircraft were
of two sizes and flew a wide variety of straight and level paths.
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Search involved two observers, both searching the same 120* x 100 sector
in one case, and dividing the sector into two adjacent 600 x 10* sectors
in the other. The cumulative probability over time that at least one
detection occurs is almost the same using either technique.

6. MODEL REGISTRATION ON THE AMTOC-1 DATAI During June 1970, the US Marine Corps, the US Army Missile
Command, and Braddock, Dunn and McDonald, Inc. participated in a field
detection and tracking test of the Redeye air defense weapon against
the F8 aircraft at Yuma, Arizona. This author is of the opinion that
the test plan was very well conceived and executed. Most of the data
needed for a detection model registration is available and apparently
accurate. The key item missing is in-flight measurement of contrast;
consequently that parameter has been frea in the present study. All
the necessary information is contained in references 25-29.

In all there were about 250 test runs. Eact run lasted several
minutes and involved 20-30 observers operating independently for the
most part. The sequence of pertinent events is as described in Section 1.
The four main test rariables were:

S1) Maneuver type (including straight and level at 500 and 1000 ft,
dive @ 5 km, dive @ 13 km, climb @ 5 km, climb @ 10 km, and climb/dive
combinations).

2) Offset range (norinally 0, 1.5, and 3 km)

3) Unmask range (5, 10, and 15 km), and

4) Search sector size (30%, 60%, and 1200 in azimuth by roughly
10* in elevation).

Approaches were from a variety of compass points, not known in advance
by the observers. but usually within the sector. On occasion, the pilot
erred in approach azimuth or the test director erred in assigning search
sector, with the rebult that the aircraft flew largely out of the assigned
sector, providing valuable data on detections in the far periphery.

In selecting a registration set, the author limited himself to
straight and level runs (in order to simplify inputs) and ruled out all
runs for which :

1) Either the detailed a/c path or the individual detection time
data for each observer was absent,

2) The questionnaire data indicated that too many observers were
cued by sound, glint, or smoke trail.

The result is a set of 42 runs. Of the 42, ten are selected for presen-
tation here. The inputs for the selected runs are shown in Table 5.
The underlined contrasts in Table 5 represent time periods when the
aircraft was verified to be viewed below the horizon against distant
mountains.
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TABLE 5. MODEL REGISTRATION INPUTS

S.erch Sector Unaask
Run Az"muth Extent Range Altitude Speed Visibility Initial Cn rasrt C and Changes
No-. (1) (WD WH CM/sec) (bin) (Sne Alt:rer riask)

109 30 4.8 200 275 68.4 0.325

225 30 5.6 200 294 46.7 0.20. 0.39 @ 2.0

30 30 9.3 150 311 48.3 0.18, 0.13 @ 10. 0.250 19

345 30 9.9 200 324 48.3 0.65, 0.45 @6, 0.,-3 @ 10

127 60 4.7 200 349 76.4 0.14, 0.12 @ 5.5, 0.10 - 7.1

255 60 8.0 175 KO 56.3 0.081. 0.183 5. 0.10 , 9., 0.117 @ 16, 0.20 017.3

271 60 10.3 380 282 56.3 0.05, 0.195 20, 0.1 23.5,0.30 @ 27,

190 120 5.0 150 288 14.5 0.21. 0.30 @ 5.0

231 120 4.8 25 303 56.3 0.30. 0.11 6 4.0

286 120 8.1 250 29. 56.3 0.075. 0.15 @ 5. 0.095 9 10. O.t#. 4 16
.J

In Figures 6 through 15 planview graphs of the search sector with
aircraft path and direction superimposed are shown. Tne beginning of
the path segment shown (opposite end from arrow) represents position at
unmask. The end of the segment shown represents position at last de-
tection. Be ow the planview is seen a comparison of actual detection
frequencies versus time (solid line) and model predictions (dashed line).

j In general the agreement is quite good, but it must be remembered
that the author was free to select contrast values and changes theret,;
in order to fit the data best. The aircraft were paip'zed mostly white
with some black areas. Over the 42 runs in the registiation set, the
average of the intrinsic contrasts chosen to fit the data best was 0.22
during periods when the background was sky and 0.15 when the background
was known to be terrain.
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